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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the United States' most valuable trade commodities in the European
Union is its popular culture. t The entertainment industry accounts for the United
States' second largest export.2 Over three and one-half billion dollars in U.S.
films were exported to Europe in 1992.? Faced with a saturated market at home,
U.S. broadcasters are looking to other continents for a fresh market.4 Europeans'
appetite for U.S. popular culture has led to U.S. dominance in the international
television and movie scene.5
However, the European Union (EU) Directive, Television Without Frontiers
(Directive),6 is a potential obstacle to continued U.S. expansion in Europe. The
Directive requires that broadcasts originating in a member nation carry at least
fifty percent domestically produced programming.7 The Directive was designed
to encourage growth in the European entertainment and arts industries and to
eliminate licensing barriers between EU member states.8 However, the U.S.
entertainment industry9 and the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative believe
that the Directive creates discriminatory barriers for U.S. broadcasters. 0 Now,
1. See Buddy, Can You Spare a Reel?, THE ECONOMIST, Aug. 19, 1989, at 56.
2. Id. America's largest export is defense products. Id.
3. Audiovisual:Americans Back offfor the 7ime Being, EUR. REP., Dec. 18, 1993, available in LEXIS,
World Library, Allwld File. About $288 million in audiovisual works were imported into the United States the
same year. Id.
4. See Raymond Snoddy, Survey of Cable TV and Satellite Broadcasting, FIN. TIMES, Oct. 6, 1993,
available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwid File (providing examples of many U.S. broadcasting companies
moving into the European market).
5. See Philip Revzin, The Battle for Europe's 7V Future, WALLST. J., Oct. 6, 1989, at B I (discussing
U.S. companies exporting television programs and movies into the European market). Some U.S. television
programs popular in the European Union include "Santa Barbara," "Dallas," and "Wheel of Fortune." See
Buddy Can You Spare a Reel, supra note I, at 56.
6. Council Directive 89/552 of 3 Oct. 1989, on the Coordination of Certain Provisions Laid Down by
Law, Regulation, or Administrative Action in Member States concerning the Pursuit of Television
Broadcasting Activities, 1989 OJ. (L 298) 23 [hereinafter Directive].
7. Id. art. 4. See infra notes 56-61 and accompanying text (defining domestically produced
programming).
8. Directive, supra note 6, art. I. The 12 member nations are Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom. TREATY
ESTABLISHNG THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY [EEC TREATY], Mar. 25, 1957,298 U.N.T.S. 11.
9. Shortly after the Directive was adopted, Bill Shields, chairman of the U.S. Film Marketing
Association, said: "I think it's counterproductive to try to mandate what people have the opportunity to see.
The free marketplace should be the governing factor, and not artificial barriers placed in front of free trade."
Steven Greenhouse, Europe Reaches TV Compromise; U.S. Officials Fear Protectionism, N.Y. TIMES, Oct.
4, 1989, at Al. See also Diana Lady Dougan, Fortress Europe of the Airways, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 11, 1989, at
B7 (discussing the effectiveness of the quota provisions in general). See also Matthew Fraser, Battle of TV
Quotas Heats Up in Europe; EU Directive Leaves Few Satisfied, INT'L HERALD TRIB., Oct. 7, 1991, available
in LEXIS, World Library, Allwid File (discussing Hollywood's objections to the quota provisions). See also
Jack Valenti, Television With Manacles, WASH. POST, Dec. 1, 1989, at A27 (discussing the Motion Picture
Association of America's view on the quota provisions of the Directive).
10. Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, Press Release No. 56, at 1 (Oct. 10, 1989). Carla Hills,
former United States Trade Representative, argued that the Directive is "blatantly protectionist and
unjustifiable, and discriminates against U.S. and other non-EC film goods." Id.
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non-European broadcasters are faced with the Directive's quotas and uncertain
expectations should they choose to enter the European market.
Although the Directive provides that a license granted by one country is
sufficient to authorize broadcasting within the entire community," some member
nations have refused to honor licenses granted by other member nations 2 even
though the Directive clearly prohibits this. 3
One U.S. network, Turner Broadcasting (TNT), is now broadcasting one
hundred percent U.S.-made works to the European Union. 4 On September 17,
1993, TNT began broadcasting from London into the European Union via
satellite. 5 This channel, broadcasting less than fifty-one percent of domestically
produced programming, may test the enforceability of the Directive's quota
provisions. The issue arises as to whether the European Commission will strictly
enforce the Directive's quota provisions or look upon them as mere guidelines.
The implications are broad. Any foreign company wishing to enter the
European broadcasting market must consider whether the Commission will
enforce the quota provisions of the Directive. If so, will the costs of obtaining
"domestically produced" programming be affordable? Estimates indicate that the
costs are quite high. 6 Enforcement of the quotas and the high cost of production
in the European Union could eliminate incentives to expand broadcasting
facilities abroad. 7
Part II of this comment discusses the European Union in general and its
jurisdiction over broadcasting. 8 Part I addresses the Directive's history and its
salient provisions. 9 Part IV examines TNT's channel in the European Union and
explains TNT's position regarding the channel's alleged violation of the
Directive.2' Part V presents and critiques the arguments of the most vocal member
11. - Directive, supra note 6, art. 2(2).
12. See infra note 116 and accompanying text (discussing France's refusal to allow their cable
companies to broadcast Turner's channel). See also Julian Newman & Emmanuel Legrand, Turner Networks
Banned for Ignoring Programme Quotas, BROADCAST, Sept. 24, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library,
Allwld File (discussing French and Belgian ban on Turner Broadcasting Network).
13. Directive, supra note 6, art. 2(2). "Member states [shall] ensure freedom of reception and shall not
restrict retransmission on their territory of television broadcasts from other Member States for reasons which
fall within the fields coordinated by this Directive." Id.
14. Jacques Neher, It May Be Goofy, But Turner Bugs France with Cartoons, INT'L HERALD TRIB.,
Sept. 10, 1993, at 12.
15. Id.
16. Steven Greenhouse, For Europe, US May Spell TV, N.Y. TIMES, July 31, 1989, at Dl. For example,
in 1989, a Danish broadcaster could produce a program for about $13,500 per minute, or for the same amount,
he could buy the rights to two or three episodes of a U.S.-made series. Id. See also Susan W. Liebeler & Arthur
S. Lowry, EC 1992 and Its Potential Effects on the United States Entertaiunent Industry, ENT. LAW REP., June
1989, at 163 (discussing the comparably low cost of producing programs in the United States as opposed to
producing them in Europe).
17. See infra notes 149-155 and accompanying text (discussing the effect enforcement of the quotas
could have on U.S. broadcasters).
18. See infra notes 23-32 and accompanying text.
19. See infra notes 33-88 and accompanying text.
20. See infra notes 89-113 and accompanying text.
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nations." Finally, Parts VI, VII and VIII consider whether the Directive will
dissuade other foreign broadcasters from entering the European market, discuss
pending developments and project a resolution of the dispute.22
II. OVERVIEW OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ITS JURISDICTION
OVER BROADCASTING
The European Economic Community was founded in 1951, following World
War II, in an effort to rebuild the steel and coal industries?' In 1957, the Treaty
of Rome (EEC Treaty)' officially established the European Union to organize a
single market among the member states and allow the free flow of goods,
services, and persons.'
In 1974, the European Court of Justice27 recognized that broadcasting falls
within the scope of the Treaty of Rome:
In the absence of express provision to the contrary in the Treaty, a televi-
sion signal must, by reason of its nature, be regarded as provision of
services.... It follows that the transmission of television signals, including
those in the nature of advertisements, comes, as such, within the rules of the
Treaty relating to services.'
The treaty gives the EUjurisdiction over broadcasting matters, and thus the
authority to regulate the industry.29
U.S. experts disagree on whether this unification will expand opportunities in
Europe or will create a "fortress Europe." Some argue that the creation of
standard regulations will provide further potential for development of EU
markets.3 Others contend that the EU will create barriers preventing foreign
competition. 2
21. See infra notes 114-149 and accompanying text.
22. See infra notes 150-191 and accompanying text.
23. On November 1, 1993, the former European Community (EC) became known as the European
Union (EU). European Union, FIN. TIMES, Nov. 1, 1993, at 15.
24. COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMuNmES, EUROPEAN PERsPEcnivEs, THIRTY YEARS OF
COMMUNITY LAW 1 (1981).
25. EEC TREATY, supra note 8.
26. Id. Part III.
27. Id. art. 164.The European Court of Justice functions as the judicial body which adjudicates disputes
arising under the EEC Treaty. Id. Although the Court's jurisdiction is widely varied, its powers are precisely
limited by the Treaty. Id. For a history of the European Court of Justice, see I D.G. VALEmnNE, THE COURT
OFJUSTICE OFTHE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 1-9 (1965).
28. Case 155/73, Sacchi, 1974 E.C.R. 409,2 C.M.L.R. 177,427 (1974).
29. EEC TREATY, supra note 8. See also Sacchi, 1974 E.C.R. 409,2 C.M.L.R. 177, 427 (1974).
30. Liebeler & Lowry, supra note 16, at 162.
31. Id.
32. Id.
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Ill. THE DIRECiIVE
The Television Without Frontiers Directive has three main provisions:
television advertising regulations,33 minority protection provisions,34 and the
quota provisions relating to European works.35 This comment is limited in scope
to the quota provisions relating to European works.
A. Background
In 1985, the European Commission undertook its second major step36 in
removing trade barriers in the EU market by introducing a White Paper37
including over 200 measures designed to complete integration of the Union.38 One
of these measures, outlined a year earlier in the Commission's Green Paper,39 was
the Television Without Frontiers broadcasting directive!0
As originally proposed, the Directive provided for a quota requiring television
networks to broadcast at least sixty percent European-made works.4' However,
several EU nations objected, believing that the European Commission was
infringing on member nations' sovereignty by attempting to regulate the media.42
In part, due to the United Kingdom's threats not to accept the Directive in its final
form with the sixty percent quota, the Directive relaxed the quota provision by
requiring only fifty-one percent domestic programs "where practicable. 43
33. Directive, supra note 6, arts. 10-15. These Articles attempt to standardize advertising regulations
within the EU. Id. They include, among other provisions, a prohibition on any advertising of tobacco products
and significant restrictions on the advertising of alcohol. Id.
34. Id. arts. 16 & 22. The Directive attempts to protect minors from both advertising and programming
which "cause moral or physical detriment." id. Article 16 prohibits advertising which exploits a minor's
inexperience or trust. Id art. 16. Programs containing pornography or unnecessary violence are restricted to
particular hours. Id. art. 22.
35. See infra notes 53-57 and accompanying text (discussing the quota provision).
36. COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNIIEs, supra note 24. The first step took place in 1969,
when import and export duties were removed from the market. Id.
37. Completing the Internal Market: White Paper from the Commission to the European Council,
COM(85)310 final [hereinafter White Paper]. A White Paper is a memorandum indicating the EU
Commission's initial views on an issue and soliciting comments from interested nations. IAN THOMSON, THE
DOCUMENTATION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: A GUIDE 68 (1953).
38. Liebeler & Lowry. supra note 16, at 162.
39. Television Without Frontiers: Green Paper on the Establishment of the Common Market for
Broadcasting, Especially.by Satellite and Cable, COM(85)300 final [hereinafter Green Paper]. The Green Paper
was the original proposal introduced to the Union in an attempt to create one uniform set of broadcasting
regulations. Id. A Green Paper is generally introduced to focus EU members' interest in a particular area. EC-
EC Environmental Liability Legislation. MARKEr REP., Aug. 17, 1993.
40. Liebeler & Lowry, supra note 16. at 162.
41. See Amended Proposal for a Council Directive on the Coordination of Certain Provisions Laid
Down by Law, Regulation or Administrative Action in Member States Concerning the Pursuit of Broadcasting
Activities, 1988 OJ.(C1 10) 3, 12 [hereinafter Proposal].
42. See id. at 12. These nations were Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, the Netherlands, and West
Germany. Id.
43. Directive, supra note 6, art. 1. See infra note 56 (quoting the text of the Directive).
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The purpose of the Directive is to encourage advancement in the arts by
members of the European Union.' This purpose flows from the objectives of the
Treaty of Rome which include:
[E]stablishing a common market and progressively approximating the
economic policies of Member States, to promote throughout the Community
a harmonious development of economic activities, a continuous and
balanced expansion, an increased stability, an accelerated raising of the
standard of living and closer relations between its Member States. 45
EU leaders feared that the influx of U.S. culture through U.S. television
programs would dominate the airwaves and diminish European heritage.46 The
answer to this "invasion" was to open the European airwaves for the free
movement of European programs within the Union, thereby fostering the flow of
information between member nations while limiting outside influences.!
This goal of eliminating barriers between member nations was accomplished
by recognizing one "European license" sufficient in all member nations." Under
the Directive, an EU broadcaster can obtain one license from any member nation
and thereafter broadcast throughout the Union without having to obtain a separate
license from individual nations in which it wishes to broadcast.49
B. Implementation of the Directive
A directive merely states EU policy on a particular matter; it does not create
law.' ° It is up to the individual member nations to implement EU policy outlined
in the Directive through national legislation."' Article 25 of the Television Without
Frontiers Directive states:
Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative
provisions necessary to comply with this Directive not later than 3 October
1991. They shall forthwith inform the Commission thereof. Member States
shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions of
national law which they adopt in the fields governed by this Directive 2
44. Id. pmbl.
45. EEC TREATY, supra note 8, art 2.
46. See Green Paper, supra note 39 (outlining the concerns of member nations that their heritage was
being overcome by outside cultures).
47. Id.
48. Directive, supra note 6, art. 2(2).
49. Id. art. 2(2). The Directive states, "[mIember States shall ensure freedom of reception and shall not
restrict retransmission on their territory of television broadcasts from other Member States for reasons which
fall within the fields coordinated by this Directive." Id.
50. 1 A.G. TOTH, THE OXFORD ENCYCLOPAEDIA OFEUROPEAN COMMUNrrY LAW 176 (1990).
51. Id.
52. Directive, supra note 6, art. 25.
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C. The Quota Provisions
To the foreign broadcaster, perhaps the most controversial provision of the
Directive is the quota provision5 3 The Directive requires that member nations,
"where practicable," broadcast at least fifty-one percent European-made works
excluding time for news, teletext services,55 sporting events, games, and
advertising 6 Consequently, a foreign broadcaster cannot enter the market with
a catalog of its own domestically produced shows, and broadcast them, without
restriction throughout the Union. However, the European Commission did not
make clear whether it intended the majority requirement to act as a strict quota or
merely as a guideline for member pations to follow.57
D. What is a European Work?
The fifty-one percent requirement applies to "European works. 58 Under Article
6, European works are those originating from any member nation, from any
European Third State party to the European Convention on Transfrontier
Television, 9 or from any other European third country.' However, in order to
"originate" in one of these nations, the work must have been made by authors and
workers residing in one of these nations and must also meet one of the following
requirements:
1) The work must have been made by producers established in one of the
above-mentioned states; or
2) the production must have been supervised and controlled by producers
established in one of the above-mentioned states; or
53. Liebeler & Lowry, supra note 16, at 163.
54. Directive. supra note 6, art. 4(l).
55. Teletext services are communications services which provide information and messages on demand,
such as telecopying and electronic data banks. See Directive, supra note 6, art. 1.
56. Directive, supra note 6. art. 4(l). The Directive states, "Member States shall ensure where
practicable and by appropriate means, that broadcasters reserve for European works, within the meaning of
Article 6, a majority proportion of their transmission time, excluding the time appointed to news, sports events,
games, advertising and teletext services." Id. (emphasis added). Although the Directive also allows member
nations to set stricter standards for broadcasting within their own borders, this may have been done only to
appease nations such as France who viewed the Directive's quotas as not rigorous enough. Id. art. 3(1). The
Directive states, "Member States shall remain free to require television broadcasters under their jurisdiction
to lay down more detailed or stricter rules in the areas covered by this Directive." Id.
57. See id.
58. Id. art. 6.
59. The Council of Europe, which approved the European Convention on Transfrontier Television on
May 5, 1989, consists of 23 western European nations. European Convention on Transfrontier Television, May
5, 1989, 28 I.L.M. 857. The quota provisions of the Convention closely parallel those of the Directive.
Directive, supra note 6, art.6.
60. Directive, supra note 6, art. 6. European Third States are countries that are not members of the
Union. CHRISTIAN DE FOULOY, GLOSSARY OFEC TERMS AND ACRONYMS 382 (1992).
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3) if the work is a co-production between a foreign state and one of the
above-mentioned states, the member state must contribute at least
fifty-one percent of the financial support and must actually control the
production.6t
The key to originating in a member nation appears to be control. That is, if an
EU state has control over the production, by way of actual production, super-
vision, or financial support, it will likely be considered a "European work." 2
E. Compliance
r
Compliance with the mandates of the Directive involves not only broadcasting
a majority of European works, but also keeping the European Commission
apprised of the broadcasters within the member nation with statistics and data.63
The Directive allows for progressive compliance, enabling a broadcaster
sufficient time to implement network changesfr However, enforcement
mechanisms are not built into the Directive.65 Consequently, it is unclear which
of the available methods the Commission might use to handle non-compliance.'
1. Progressive Compliance
The Directive does not require that a network begin broadcasting a majority
proportion of European works immediately.67 In order to provide networks with
time to examine their programming, decide on the changes to be made, and obtain
satisfactory domestically produced shows, Article 4 allows member nations to
"achieve [the majority proportion] progressively, on the basis of suitable
criteria."' However, when a nation cannot attain this majority proportion, except
progressively, Article 4 requires that the percentage not be lower than the average
existing in the state in 1988.69
61. Directive, supra note 6, art. 6..
62. See id.
63. See infra notes 71-75 and accompanying text (discussing reporting requirements).
64. See infra notes 67-70 and accompanying text (reviewing the progressive compliance provision).
65. See Directive, supra note 6. The Directive makes no mention of enforcement mechanisms or
penalties. Id.
66. See infra notes 76-88 and accompanying text (outlining the various enforcement mechanisms).
67. Directive, supra note 6, art. 4(l). "This proportion, having regard to the broadcaster's informational,
educational, cultural and entertainment responsibilities to its viewing public, should be achieved progressively,
on the basis of suitable criteria." Id.
68. Id.
69. Id. art. 4(2). Basing the percentage on the state average, instead of the average for the particular
channel, could render the provision meaningless. If the state average was 80% in 1988, then a broadcaster
would already meet the 51% quota by at least matching the percentage existing in 1988. However, if the
average was based on each channel's broadcast ratio (which could be much lower), the broadcaster would still
receive the benefit intended by the provision-additional time for compliance. Id.
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Two problems arise from the "progressive compliance" provision. First, since
no case has yet arisen under the Directive, it is difficult to predict what constitutes
"suitable criteria." To determine what are "suitable criteria," the EU may choose
to consider factors such as the unavailability of domestically produced programs
and the high costs to a start-up network. Second, the Directive does not specify
when a majority proportion must be attained. 0 These instances of imprecision
make it difficult for a broadcaster to understand exactly what the Commission
may require.
2. Reporting Requirements
Whether or not the various member nations have yet implemented the
provisions of the Directive, each must keep the European Union apprised of its
efforts to comply.7 In order to monitor compliance, the European Union requires
that member states provide the Commission with a report and statistical data from
the broadcasters within the nation every two years. 2 This report must contain
information on the proportion of European works, and if applicable, the reasons
for failing to attain the required proportions and the measures taken and planned
to attain the required proportion.! The Commission then informs the European
Parliament of compliance by .member nations. 4 However, Article 4 does not
specify what actions the Commission may take to enforce the provision, leaving
the Commission with the discretion to decide if legal action will be taken. 5
3. Effect of Non-Compliance
If a member nation chooses not to comply with any or all of the above
provisions, the Commission may take action to enforce the Directive.76 Although
the Directive does not contain procedures to manage non-compliance, under
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty, the Commission" may institute an enforcement
suit against a member nation for failure to comply with a directive?8 However,
70. Id.
71. Id. art. 4(3).
72. Id.
That report shall in particular include a statistical statement on the achievement of the proportion
referred to in this Article and Article 5 for each of the television programmes falling within the
jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, the reasons, in each case, for the failure to attain that
proportion and the measures adopted or envisaged in order to achieve it.
Id.
73. Id.
74. id.
75. See id.
76. EEC TREATY, supra note 8, art. 169.
77. Id. (providing for enforcement by the Commission only, not by other member nations).
78. Id. The Commission has complete discretion whether or not to bring an action against a nation
which is not complying with a Directive. Id. Although other member nations cannot force an enforcement suit,
their complaints may influence the Commission. JOSEPHINE STEINm, TExrBOOK ON EEC LAW 310 (1992).
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this process is a lengthy one.79 Before any action is taken in the European Court
of Justice, the Commission must give notice to the member nation and allow the
nation to respond. 0 Next, the Commission must set time limits for
compliance-to which the nation may also reply.8" If the nation then asserts
compliance with the Directive, the burden of proving otherwise shifts to the
Commission. 2 At this point, the Court may hear the matter.
8 3
Under Article 170, a member nation may commence an action against another
member nation for failure to meet its obligations under the EEC Treaty and its
directives.' Although nations rarely institute this type of suit, the option is
available to them. 5 Another enforcement provision, somewhat like arbitration,
is available under Article 182.86 If both the complaining nation and the nation
allegedly violating the Treaty agree, they may submit the dispute to the European
Court of Justice for a decision. 7
The alternative enforcement mechanisms are diverse and vary in terms of ease
and duration depending on the party choosing to enforce compliance.88
IV. TNT's BROADCASTING TO THE EUROPEAN UNION
A. About the Network
The first dispute to arise in relation to the Television Without Frontiers
Directive involves TNT, a cable network which broadcasts fourteen hours of
cartoons and ten hours of classic movies each day. 9 All the programming
originates from the United States and comes from TNT's vast catalogue of works,
including over 8500 cartoons and over 2000 classic movies. 90 TNT has attempted
79. See ANTHONY PARRY & STEPHAN HARDY, EEC LAW 96 (1973). Member nations are usually given
one month to respond. Id.
80. EEC TREATY, supra note 8, art. 169.
81. PARRY & HARDY, supra note 79, at 96.
82. EEC TREATY, supra note 8, arts. 169-170. At any time during this procedure the Commission and
the nation may agree to settle the matter without suit in the European Court of Justice. Id.
83. PARRY & HARDY, supra note 79, at 96.
84. STEINER, supra note 78, at 314.
85. Alan Dashwood & Robin White, Enforcement Actions Under Articles 169 and 170 EEC, 14 EUR.
L. REy. 388, 409 (1989). "The preferred approach of the Member States seems to be to complain to the
Commission and leave it to that body to take action, intervening in its support if the matter ever reaches the
European Court." Id.
86. EEC TREATY, supra note 8, art. 182.
87. Id.
88. See infra notes 166-170 and accompanying text (discussing the Commission's recent decision to
pursue infringement proceedings against the United Kingdom).
89. Kathleen Callo, Turner Official Defends European TV Channel, REurERs LIMNTED, Sept. 17, 1993,
available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwid File.
90. Neher, supra note 14, at 13.
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to ensure viewer acceptance in the Community by subtitling the programs in the
native languages of most of the nations where the network is broadcast.9'
B. Licensing by the Independent Television Commission
In order to broadcast to the European Union, a network must be licensed by a
member nation.' TNT obtained its broadcast license in the United Kingdom from
the Independent Television Commission in London on July 12, 1993! 3 This
license granted TNT nondomestic satellite service rights. 4 In effect, this license
serves as a "European license" and must be honored by other member nations. 5
C. TNT's Position
Some EU member nations object to TNT's broadcasting, asserting that it
violates the quota provisions of the Directive.' TNT takes the position that it is
not required to comply with the quota provisions because the network falls within
the "where practicable" exception in Article 4.' TNT argues that its compliance
with the quota provision would not be "practicable" for two reasons.9" First, TNT
is a channel which is thematic in nature and, therefore, enforcement of the quota
requirements would not be practicable. 99 According to TNT, "[the channel] is by
definition a channel of U.S. cartoons and U.S. movies, and thus should be exempt
from quotas for cultural reasons.' '""o Second, due to the tight budget and high
start-up costs of a new network, it simply cannot afford to purchase European-
made programming."
TNT also maintains that it plans to increase the channel's percentage of
European-made programming when it becomes more established in the
91. Adam Dawtrey, Turner in Oierdrivefor Satellite Launch, VARIETY EUROPE, Sept. 20, 1993, at 28.
The network will be subtitled in French, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, and Spanish by the end of 1993. Id.
92. Directive, supra note 6, art. 2(2).
93. Press release, Independent Television Commission, (Sept. 16, 1993) (on file with The Transnational
Lawyer). Nondomestic satellite services includes satellite delivered television uplinked from the United
Kingdom using a telecommunications frequency as opposed to a specifically allocated broadcasting frequency.
Broadcasting Act, ch. 42 § 44(4)(b) (1990). For a complete understanding of broadcasting regulations in the
United Kingdom, see Michael W. Turner, The Changing Face of British Broadcasting, II Loy. ENT. LJ. 353
(1991).
94. Press release, supra note 93.
95. See supra notes 48-49 and accompanying text (discussing provision of the Directive which requires
member nations to honor broadcast licenses granted by other member nations).
96. Dawtrey, supra note 91, at 28 (noting that France and Belgium object to the channel broadcasting
in the EU). See infra notes 114-126 and accompanying text (discussing in detail the opposition to TNT's
broadcasting).
97. Dawtrey, supra note 91, at 28.
98. Neher, supra note 14, at 12.
99. Id. The Disney Channel serves as a simple example. By definition, the Disney Channel broadcasts
Disney productions. Its thematic nature would make it impossible to broadcast European-made works while
maintaining its theme.
100. Dawtrey, supra note 91, at 28.
,101. Id.
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Community.' °2 Eventually, TNT believes, the network will be able to meet the
quotas established by the Directive.'0 3 However, this is somewhat inconsistent
with TNT's earlier assertions that the channel is thematic in nature. If it is
thematic, and thematic channels are exempt from the quotas," 4 then TNT should
not be required to meet the quotas at all.
Should the Commission find that the channel violates the Directive, the United
Kingdom, not TNT, will be liable because it granted the license.0 5 This matter
could ultimately be taken up in the European Court of Justice if the EU
Commission pursues enforcement."° Although in some instances the European
Court of Justice is authorized to impose fines and penalties on individuals or
corporations, this action cannot be used to enforce compliance with an Article 169
judgment."° Thus, the Commission could not bring action against TNT, but must
focus any enforcement efforts on the United Kingdom.' However, any
suggestion as to how the European Court of Justice would rule on this matter
would be mere speculation since would be a case of first impression for the
Commission and there are no analogous cases. Ultimately, it will depend on how
strongly other member nations require enforcement of the quota provisions since
they can influence the Court in its ruling."°
While TNT asserts that it is not practical for the channel to broadcast a majority
of European-made programs, some argue that it is. For example, the European
Animated Film Association (commonly known as Cartoon) claims that it can
supply TNT with enough European-made cartoons to meet the quotas set out by
the Directive."0 Cartoon stated, "[tihe European supply of cartoons is big enough
for TNT and Cartoon to diffuse straight away fifty-one percent of European
cartoons and, in this way, comply with [the Directive].'' t Although Cartoon
claims that it can supply a sufficient amount of programming to TNT, it did not
indicate the cost of these European-made cartoons." 2 One might speculate that the
cost of the material leads TNT to believe compliance is "impracticable.".. 3
102. Callo, supra note 89.
103. Id. TNT has not indicated exactly how it intends to meet the quota requirements, however, it
recently engaged in a joint venture with French producers. See infra notes 157-163 and accompanying text
(discussing TNT's new French division).
104. See supra notes 99-100 and accompanying text (explaining TNT's position regarding thematic
channels).
105. EEC TREATY, supra note 8, art. 155.
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. STEiNEm, supra note 78, at 307.
109. Dashwood & White, supra note 85, at 396.
110. Hilary Clarke. Euro Animators Laud U.K. Turner Quota Ruling, HOLLYWOOD REP., Nov. 11, 1993,
available in LEXIS, News Library, Cumws File.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Liebeler & Lowry. supra note 16, at 163.
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V. THE POSITIONS OF EU NATIONS
In response to the claims made by TNT, some affected states have issued
objections."1 4 The following discussion focuses on France, Belgium and the
United Kingdom as these nations have been most vocal regarding their positions
on the Directive.
A. Affected Nations
1. France and Belgium
Two of the more outspoken nations with regard to the dispute are France and
Belgium. Since these nations have taken virtually identical positions regarding
TNT's broadcasting, they will be discussed together.
France's position is that TNT's broadcasting of one hundred percent U.S.-made
programs and the license granted by United Kingdom violates the strict quotas set
by the Directive. 5 French broadcasting authorities have threatened to sanction
French cable operators if they broadcast the channel." 6
From the Directive's inception, France has been the most adamant about
requiring strict quotas."7 French Cultural Minister Jacques Toubon is disturbed
by the audiovisual trade imbalance between the United States and the European
Union."' He points out that eighty percent of theaters in Europe show U.S.
movies, while only two percent of U.S. theaters show European movies." 9 France
originally proposed the sixty percent quota on European works mentioned
above,' and it is understandable that France would be the first to object to
TNT's broadcasting.
Determined to exclude foreign, primarily U.S., broadcasters, France insists that
the audiovisual sector be excluded from the Final Act of the Uruguay Round
of the GATT talks. " At France's insistence, the European Union and the United
114. Callo, supra note 89.
115. Neher, supra note 14, at 2.
116. Callo, supra note 89.
117. See supra notes 41-43 and accompanying text (discussing originally proposed quotas); See also NJ.
Reville, Television Without Frontiers, 87 L SocmTy's GAZETrE 20, July 18, 1990 available in LEXIS, World
File, Allwid Library.
118. France Wants Audiovisual Sector Excluded From GA2T Talks, Cultural Minister Says, BNA INT'L
TRADE DAILY, Sept. 22, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Aliwld File [hereinafter France Wants
Audiovisual Sector Ercluded].
119. Id.
120. Proposal, supra note 41, at 12.
121. EDMUND JAN OsMhACZYK, ENcYCLOPEDtA oFTHE UNrrED NATIONS & INTERNATIONAL AGREMET
317-25 (2D ED. 1990). The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade governs international trade and serves as
a forum for further trade talks (Multilateral Trade Negotiations) between the nations which are party to the
agreement. Id. at 317. The most recent Uruguay Round is round number eight. Id. at 973. The previous seven
took place in 1947, 1951, 1956, 1961-1962, 1964-1967, and 1973-1979, respectively. Id.
122. France Wants Audiovisual Sector Excluded, supra note 118.
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States agreed to exclude audiovisual services for the time being." Although a
main objective of the Uruguay Round was to encourage competition with regard
to all services, the audiovisual sector was excluded in order to avoid further
political tension. 4 This puts an additional strain on relations between the EU and
the U.S. entertainment industry.
Belgium's objections are quite similar. However, reports indicate that the
Belgian courts have been inconsistent in applying the Directive.125 While the
Belgian Commercial Court overturned a government ban on the transmission of
TNT and the Cartoon Network, the Belgian State Council 26 reportedly agreed
with the ban. 27
2. The United Kingdom
The United Kingdom, conversely, interprets the Directive's "where
practicable" provision as an exception to the quota provisions.1'2  According to
Mark Rudolph, Turner's International Network Sales Managing Director, "[t]he
U.K. authorities are absolutely convinced they've applied the EU directive
correctly, and they're in agreement with the directive."'29 Those responsible for
licensing TNT in the United Kingdom must have a great deal of faith in their
position since the U.K. is liable for TNT's broadcasting if the quotas are
enforceable. 30
The Independent Television Commission 3' (ITC), like TNT, asserts that the
"where practicable" provision of Article 4 was intended as an exception to the
majority requirement designed to apply to "thematic" programming as with
TNT. 32 It would be contrary to the channel's "theme," that is U.S. movies and
123. Audiovisual:Americans Back Offfor the Time Being, EUR. INFO. SERVICE, Dec. 18, 1993, available
in LEXIS, World Library, Allwid File. It is unclear when the audiovisual sector will be discussed again. Id.
Sources state only that: "[rlather than derail the whole GATT agreement, negotiators side-stepped the audio-
visual issue and only agreed to discuss the subject at a later date." Europe: GATT Gap Threatens European
Satellite Channels, REuTER TEXTLIN,. Dec. 21, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File.
124. Europe: GA7T Gap Threatens European Satellite Channels, supra note 123.
125. TurnerTVChannel Has Legal Setback in Belgium, REurIER EUR. COMMUNrrY REP., Mar. 21, 1994,
available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwid File.
126. Id. The State Council is Belgium's equivalent of a constitutional court. Id.
127. Id.
128. Neher, supra note 14, at 2.
129. Callo, supra note 89. Rudolph, like many others opposed to the Directive's quotas, believes that
they are not formal, enforceable restrictions. Id.
130. See supra notes 50-52 and accompanying text (explaining liability if the Commission finds the
quotas to be legally enforceable).
131. The Independent Television Commission, created by the Broadcasting Act of 1990, regulates all
television services (except the British Broadcasting Company) in the United Kingdom. Broadcasting Act, ch.
42, Sched. 12, at §§ 1-2 (1990).
132. Neher, supra note 14, at 2.
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cartoons, to require European-made works . 3 3 Thus, TNT is not required to
comply with the quotas."
Although the ITC is responsible for licensing broadcasters, the United
Kingdom's Department of National Heritage (DNH) enforces, oversees and
implements the Directive.' 35 On November 10, 1993, the DNH informed TNT and
several other networks, that they must comply with the quotas.136 The
broadcasters were only given until January 3, 1994 to provide the DNH with
dates for their projected compliance.'37 A DNH spokesman said that although the
government is working toward achieving compliance, it is not expecting TNT and
other broadcasters to meet the quota provisions "overnight.' 38
Although the DNH is seeking compliance with the quotas, the question remains
whether the quotas are legally enforceable. It does not necessarily follow that
because the U.K. requires broadcasters to meet the quotas that thp European
Commission will also choose to enforce them.'39 The DNH may simply want to
avoid political pressures. Also, the "where practicable" exception to the quota
provision has not yet been clarified. 41
B. Which Positions Have Merit?
Objections to U.S. popular culture inundating European nations may seem
difficult to understand until one considers how U.S. citizens react to such
"intrusions" into their own territory. The U.S. Coordinator for International
Communication and Information Policy under President Reagan, Diana Lady
Dougan, explained U.S. popular sentiment and reasons for her objections to the
quota requirements:
Culture has an important social value. The recent U.S. jitters about Sony's
purchase of Columbia Pictures brings home the concept to our own shores.
But European cultures won't be preserved by trying to restrict exposure to
non-European cultures, especially when the restrictions target the origin of
the programs and not their cultural merit or social acceptability. 4 '
133. Id.
134. Id.
135. See Dawtrey, supra note 91, at 28.
136. Europe: GATT Gap Threatens European Satellite Channels, supra note 123.
137. Id.
138. Quentin Smith, UK: Turner Must Meet Quotas- European Programming Quotas, REUTER
TEXTLINE, Nov. 5, 1993, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwid File.
139. See supra notes 41-43 and accompanying text (describing the dispute leading up to the adoption
of the 51% quota); Directive, supra note 6, art. 4(1).
140. See supra notes 53-56 and accompanying text (explaining the quota requirements and the "where
practicable" exception).
141. Dougan, supra note 9, at B7. In the late 1980s, the Japanese-owned Sony Corporation purchased
Columbia Pictures from a U.S. seller. Id.
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Based on the debate leading to the adoption of the Directive over the proportion
of European-made works to be required and the inclusion of the "where
practicable" exception, it is reasonable to interpret the quota provisions as mere
goals or guidelines.'42 Guidelines would not force TNT to change its current
programming, they would simply suggest a greater percentage of European-made
works be broadcast on TNT.
However, a conflict arises where both-sides of the debate are motivated by
economic interests. 43 The EU wants to exclude foreign broadcasters who
compete for airtime with their own domestically produced shows, and foreign
broadcasters want to save money by using their own, less expensive programs.
t41
The European Union may have adopted the Directive with purely cultural
considerations in mind,'45 but those attempting to enforce the quota provisions
seem to have lost sight of the real concern and are instead troubled by financial
considerations.' This type of economic protectionism is unacceptable to non-EU
nations, such as the United States, who want to expand into the European
market.14
7
The purpose of any commercial television network is to make a profit, and the
easiest way for TNT to succeed financially is to use its large catalog of existing
programs. TNT probably did not anticipate being forced to purchase European-
made programs to fill its airtime. It probably believed, like many U.S. companies
in the entertainment industry, that the quotas were not legally enforceable.'48
However, TNT's costs and its beliefs about the enforceability of the quotas is of
little concern to people who simply want to protect their cultural identity-if that
is in fact the EU's objective. 49
VI. EFFECT ON OTHER U.S. NETWORKS WISHING TO BROADCAST IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION
If the European Commission chooses to take action on this matter and finds
that the quotas are legally enforceable, there are two possible results. First, if the
Commission finds that the quota provision should be strictly enforced, U.S.
broadcasters will probably be dissuaded from entering similar licensing
142. See supra notes 41-43 and accompanying text (discussing the debate over the quota percentage).
143. For an in depth discussion of ways in which cultural concerns are used as justifications for
economic protectionism relative to the Directive, see Richard Collins, The Screening of Jacques Tail:
Broadcasting and Cultural Identity in the European Community, 11 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L. J. 361 (1993).
144. See supra notes 110-113 and accompanying text (discussing one European producer's claims
regarding the availability of domestic programs); See also Liebeler & Lowry, supra note 16, at 163 (reporting
that a U.S. program may cost as little as 10% to 15% of a similar European-made program).
145. Directive, supra note 6, pmbl.
146. Liebeler & Lowry, supra note 16, at 163.
147. Greenhouse, supra note 9. at A I.
148. See supra note 9 and accompanying text.
149. See Green Paper, supra note 39, at 30. One purpose of the Directive was to prevent "dominance
of the big U.S. media corporations." Id. at 33.
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agreements." ° The high cost of producing programs in the European Union may
discourage U.S. companies from continuing expansion in Europe, as other world
markets may prove to be more cost effective.' This, in turn, could be detrimental
to the European people since they are then left with fewer choices."' In fact,
culture is not decided by governments or television programs, but by people.'
After all, people are culturally who they choose to be. If the French, English or
Spanish want to be influenced by U.S. television programs, their government has
no right to prevent it.' 54 Alternatively, quota enforcement could encourage
cooperation between the U.S. and European entertainment industries, 55 thereby
promoting greater cultural exchange. Ideally, countries like France could be
working in conjunction with U.S. film and television producers instead of
attempting to keep U.S. culture off the airwaves. This could be beneficial to both
U.S. and European citizens. European producers could promote their productions
in the United States and procure a greater market share, while U.S. citizens gain
a better understanding of the European culture. 56 The process of exchanging
creative and technical information between the nations could benefit all concerned
including U.S. companies that could continue to promote their markets abroad.
150. Liebeler & Lowry, supra note 16, at 163.
151. Id.
152. Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, supra note 19. Former U.S. Trade Representative Carla
Hills noted that European-made productions do not necessarily protect European culture. Id.
We do not understand why the Spanish culture is more protected by a film produced in Germany by
"Europeans" than by a Spanish film of Mexican origin. We do not understand why a film about French
cultural history, in the French language, promotes French culture any less simply because it is not of
"European origin."
Id.
153. See generally Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Nov.
4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 221. Channels such as TNT which have not complied with the quotas and are
broadcasting mainly U.S.-made programs are becoming increasingly popular in the European Union indicating
that the European people will in fact be the ones to decide their culture. Tom O'Sullivan & John Lewis, EU:
EC Set to Sue UK Over Frontiers, REuTER TExTINE BROADCAST, Mar. 25, 1994, available in LEXIS, World
Library, Allwid File.
154. Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, supra note 153.
155. Some Europeans also believe this prospect is viable. Julian Newman, Europe: Broadcast
Supplement on Monte Carlo 1994 - European Drama Special - Jeux Sans Frontiers, REUTER TEXTLINE, Feb.
4, 1994, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File. In a recent news report, the European Broadcast
Union spokesperson said, "We believe the best way to preserve European culture is to produce the kind of
quality programmes people want to watch. In the face of this, the most pragmatic approach is to foster co-
operation between European drama producers and to support productions through whatever means are
available." Id.
156. Jeannine Johnson, In Search of... the European TV. Show, EUR.: MAG. OFTHE EUR. ECON., Nov.
1989, at 22. See also USA: EC Commissioner Addresses U.S. Film Marketing Association oil European
Audiovisual Policy, REuTER TEXTLINE AGENCE EUROPE, Mar. 2, 1994, available in LEXIS, World Library,
Allwld File.
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VII. PENDING DEVELOPMENTS
A. TNT's Attempt to Comply with the Quota Provisions
The quota provision has, in fact, already begun to encourage cooperation
between U.S. and EU producers.' 7 In hopes of gaining enough European-made
programming to bring the TNT and Cartoon Network into compliance with the
Directive, TNT has formed a French division, Turner Productions SA. 158 This
division will not only produce domestic programming, but will also seek to
acquire some of the much needed programming from French producers. 5 9 Turner
Productions SA' s first major undertaking, a joint venture with French channel
Canal+, is a show entitled "The Native Americans."'' " Although details about the
production are not available, the title suggests a program that both meets the
requirements of the Directive and satisfies the EU viewer's appetite for U.S.
popular culture.'"
Turner Productions SA has also indicated it will be forming a new cartoon
"Shorts Division" that will hire animators from the European Union.' 62 Scheduled
to air as early as 1995,63 these new cartoons could be a start to increasing the
Cartoon Network's percentage of European-made works.
It seems as though, due to recent actions taken by the European Commission
with regard to the United Kingdom," TNT may believe that the "where
practicable" provision of the Directive may not withstand attack. If this is so, the
Directive's quota provision has been successful in encouraging joint productions
among the U.S. and European Entertainment industries.65
B. The EU'S Infringement Proceedings Against the U.K.
The European Commission opened formal enforcement proceedings against the
United Kingdom in March 1994 for the alleged improper implementation of the
Television Without Frontiers Directive." However, the European Commission
chose not to center its allegations around the majority requirement. 67 Rather, the
157. France: Turner Starts European Production to Satisfy EU Rules, REUTER TExTiNa EURO-
MARKETING, Apr. 26, 1994, available in LEXIS, World Library, Aliwld File.
158. Id.
159. Id.
160. Louise McElvogue, Eur.: Comment-Fleshing Out US Shows in Europe, REuTERTE TuNE BROAD-
cAST, May 13, 1994, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File.
161. Id.
162. France: Turner Starts European Production to Satisfy EU Rules, supra note 157.
163. Id.
164. See infra notes 166-170 and accompanying text (discussing the Commission's infringement
procedures against the U.K.).
165. See supra note 155 and accompanying text (suggesting this cooperation as a possible alternative),
166. EU Begins Infringement Procedures Against the UK Over TV Directive, INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA),
Mar. 30, 1994, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File.
167. Id.
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charge of improper implementation is based on allegations of discriminatory
licensing schemes, thus further avoiding the quota issue." "By focusing on the
more technical issue of the United Kingdom's licensing arrangements, the
European Commission seems intent to sidestep the controversial issue of majority
European content."' 69 News sources within the European Union believe the
European Commission fears that an action based on the majority requirement will
likely fail due to the "where practicable" provision.' ° Thus, the controversy over
enforceability of the quotas and the "where practicable" provision continues.
VI. CONCLUSION
Prior to the institution of infringement proceedings last March, the only direct
indication of the Commission's views on enforcement of the quota provision
came from EU Vice President Martin Bangemann.'' Even before the controversy
with TNT, Bangemann stated that the Commission did not believe the quota
provision was legally enforceable. 72 Although statements made by one European
Commission official at a press conference are not necessarily binding on the
Community, they could provide some insight as to the drafters' intent with regard
to the quotas. 73
Since the TNT controversy began, the European Commission has not explicitly
stated under what circumstances the "where practicable" provision might be
applied. In fact, the European Commission has been rather vague in its response
to the dilemma."
With regard to TNT's broadcasting to the European Union, the European
Commission should look upon the Directive's quota provisions as guidelines
rather than strictly enforceable requirements for two reasons. First, the Directive
explicitly states that "it is essential for the Member States to ensure the prevention
of any acts which may prove detrimental to freedom of movement and trade in
television programmes."' 75 Legally enforceable quotas result in just the opposite.
Rather than preventing acts that impede movement of goods and services, quotas
encourage them by preventing outside goods from entering the EU market. The
168. Id.
169. Id.
170. European Commission to Take UK to Court in Broadcasting Directive Row, FIN. TIMES LIMrrED,
Mar. 24, 1994, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File.
171. Roy Denman, Television Without Frontiers, WASH. POST, Nov. 24, 1989, at A23. On many
occasions since the Directive was first adopted, Bangemann has asserted that the quotas were not legally
enforceable. Id.
172. Id.
173. Id.
174. Callo, supra note 89.
175. Directive, supra note 6, pmbl.
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quota requirement inhibits the very purposes and goals of the EU. 76 One
objective of the European Union is to remove impediments to the free movement
of goods and services; This Directive is specifically designed to promote free
movement of television programming, analogous to goods within the European
Union.77 The Directive is not causing the desired effect. Also, requiring that
television networks broadcast a majority of European works 179 clearly inhibits
free expression.'8 All information and ideas should be permitted to move freely
from nation to nation, not just those originating from a member nation. Free
expression cannot be realized if that expression is substantially limited.
Second, the vague wording of the Directive and the inclusion of the "where
practicable" exception creates a loophole for broadcasters to escape the quotas.
Although it is not clear exactly what the authors of the Directive intended, based
on the controversy the quota provisions caused prior to its enactment, one could
surmise that the "where practicable" exception was added to make the Directive
more flexible and therefore a guideline rather than a legal requirement. The
phrase "where practicable" is vague and can be adapted to a variety of instances.
The exception achieves the objective of greater flexibility by allowing for
situations that may not have been considered by the drafters.'' The Directive may
have intentionally been left ambiguous to satisfy concerns about protectionism
and discrimination.182
In March 1994, the Commission released a report publicizing the effectiveness
of the Directive." To date, it does not appear that the Directive is being policed
effectively.' Preliminary figures indicate that, while public broadcasters are
broadcasting well above the majority required, t" private and satellite broadcasters
are "blatantly flouting [the quotas].' 8 6 In response, the European Commission
issued a Green Paper in 'April 1994, discussing more effective methods of
176. See generally Quotas are 'Harmfid, Costly and a Drag,' REED Bus. PUB. FLlGrr INT'L, June 30,
1994, available in LEXIS, World Library, Alilwid File (explaining the detrimental effects of programming
quotas).
177. See EEC TREATY, supra note 8, art. 3.
178. Directive, supra note 6, pmbl.
179. See supra notes 53-57 and accompanying text (discussing quota provision of the Directive).
180. Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Nov. 4, 1950, 213
U.N.T.S. 221. The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms states:
"Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. These rights shall include freedom to hold opinions and to
receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers."
Id.
181. See supra notes 41-43 and accompanying text (explaining the dispute leading up to the Directive's
adoption).
182. Mathew Fraser, Battle of the TV Quotas Heats Up in Europe; EC Directive Leaves Few Satisfied,
INT'L HERALD TRIB., Oct. 7, 1991, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File.
183. EU: Commission Approves TV Without Frontiers Directive, REuTER HXT"LINE, Mar. 4, 1994,
available in LEXIS, World Library, Aliwld File.
184. Newman, supra note 155. See also McElvogue, supra note 159 (indicating that French channels
have violated the quotas without penalty).
185. Newman, supra note 155. Public broadcasters, such as the U.K.'s BBC and the RAI in Italy are
showing between 60% and 70% European made works. Id.
186. Id.
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policing the Directive and possible new sanctions for violating quota require-
ments.1 7
TNT continues to broadcast in several European nations. 88 Although the
United Kingdom has directed its broadcasters to begin working toward com-
pliance with the Directive,88 and the European Commission has begun infringe-
ment proceedings,"g TNT has not yet met the fifty-one percent quota.'"' The
dispute continues and the fate of TNT, as well as other foreign broadcasters
wishing to move into the EU market, is undecided. Any broadcaster considering
the EU must assess factors such as the cost and availability of European-made
productions before entering this market.
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